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Abstract
SME’s are usually a tough target group to involve when im-
plementing energy efficiency programs. Despite the significant 
energy savings potential, lack of resources, competences and 
commitment to implement a systematic energy saving initiative 
are major barriers for improving energy efficiency.

In 2010 and 2011, Go’ Energi (GE) (Literally in English 
“Good Energy”, and also known as the Danish Energy Sav-
ing Trust) investigated how to approach the SME segment. As 
a result of positive feedback from the industries surveyed, a 
network initiative has been developed to promote energy ef-
ficiency to SMEs. After the first year of operation, the network 
initiative appears to be successful.

Firstly, the initiative is anchored by the establishment of lo-
cal networks that address commercial and industrial energy 
efficiency. These networks are to be established in each of the 
approximately 100  Danish municipalities. The networks are 
hosted by either local climate initiatives or by local business 
councils – in both cases with GE as coach and program man-
ager.

Secondly, a comprehensive set of “checklists” for energy ef-
ficiency in the most important areas have been developed, for 
example for ventilation, cooling systems, boilers and heating 
systems, server rooms, lighting, etc. These checklists are based 
on best practice principles for energy efficiency (the “onion” 
diagram) carefully developed over the past 20 years of energy 
efficiency activities in Danish industry.

Finally, a consultant scheme has been developed that is 
aimed at promoting the use of professionally-qualified techni-
cal specialists to go through each of the checklists at a fairly 
low, fixed price for the industries participating in the network 
activities.

So far, more than 100 companies have joined the program 
and the principles are widely recognised among industries and 
partners of the program. Significant energy savings have been 
achieved by the first wave of companies involved in “checking” 
selected areas.

Introduction
Since the early 1990s Danish energy policy has been strongly 
focused on improving energy efficiency in industry. A com-
prehensive CO2 agreement scheme was developed early in the 
process with the introduction of compulsory energy audits in 
large, energy intensive industries. In the late 1990s, the first 
energy management scheme (based on the Danish standard 
DS2403) was introduced in order to involve and encourage 
senior management in companies to implement systematic 
initiatives to improve energy efficiency in all areas. Compre-
hensive materials, guidelines and methodologies have been 
developed during this period. In addition, a comprehensive 
subsidy scheme was operated until 2001 that provided invest-
ment support for energy saving projects of up to 30 %.

More recently (since 2006), the Danish utility companies 
have been involved in new and reinforced initiatives to improve 
energy efficiency in all sectors. A type of a “white certificate” 
scheme has also been developed that allows the utility compa-
nies to use significant budgets to purchase/provide investment 
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support for “kWhs saved” in all sectors – but especially from 
the commercial and industrial sector.

An overall priority during over the years has been to operate 
cost-effective schemes and therefore large and energy-intensive 
industries have been, and remain the focus of the programs. 
Large energy efficiency projects are usually considered to be 
much more cost-effective to both identify and implement than 
small projects.

Even though evaluation of the programs has concluded that 
they are successful, historically the main focus has only been on 
large companies consuming 70–80 % of the industrial energy 
consumption in Denmark. A very high number (>50,000) of 
SMEs within the manufacturing and commercial sectors have 
been more or less out of focus despite the fact that the potential 
savings in these sectors are estimated to be relatively higher 
than in large industries (/6/).

In 2010, as an independent public organisation in Denmark, 
Go’ Energi was given the task by the Danish government to 
develop a strategy for stimulating energy efficiency in the SME 
sector in a cost-effective way.

Opportunities to support SMEs in their efforts for 
increased energy efficiency
According to the EU definition (/1/), the SME sector comprises 
all private sector companies with less than 250 employees and a 
turnover of less than 50 million Euros per year. The definition 
splits the SME sector into 3 sub-categories:

1. Medium-sized SMEs – companies with more than 50 em-
ployees and a turnover of more than 10 million Euros

2. Small SMEs – companies with 10–50 employees and a turn-
over in the range 2–10 million Euros

3. Micro SMEs – companies with less than 10 employees and a 
turnover of less than 2 million Euros

From an energy efficiency perspective, the following character-
istics can be associated with each of these groups:

1. A certain proportion of the medium-sized SMEs have a suf-
ficiently large energy bill high enough to justify involving 
internal staff as well as commercial consultants and utility 
companies in energy audits, etc. This group typically com-
prises dairies, pharmaceutical companies, large office build-
ings, the plastic industry and a wide variety of industries 
with an energy bill of between 0.5–3 million Euros per year.

When it comes to Danish industries, approximately half 
of this group is involved in energy efficiency projects to-
day, but many are still not convinced that energy audits and 
consultants will bring added value to their companies. Fur-
thermore, the companies do not themselves look for infor-
mation about energy efficiency and do not make use of the 
“do-it-yourself ” tools due to lack of internal resources and 
competences.

There are therefore still major barriers for improving en-
ergy efficiency in medium-sized SMEs.

2. The “small” SMEs generally lack resources and competenc-
es to do anything other than the most urgent and possibly 
mandatory activities in relation to energy efficiency (for ex-
ample, the annual boiler efficiency inspection). This group 

typically comprises large supermarkets, small industries and 
office buildings with less than 50 employees, etc.

A major barrier in this sector is lack of experiences and 
resources when it comes to using external consultants. 
Concepts such as “free energy audits” as well as the use of 
consultancy on a commercial basis have therefore failed and 
a new concept must be introduced to promote energy ef-
ficiency in this sub-category. As for the medium-sized com-
panies, the companies do not themselves seek information 
about energy efficiency and do not make use of the “do-it-
yourself ” tools. 

3. The “micro” SMEs are short of everything when it comes to 
energy efficiency: knowledge, resources and money for in-
vestments. This typically comprises smaller shops and small 
private sector offices with less than 10 employees.

Some attempts have been made to involve these compa-
nies via “free” energy audits and various sector initiatives, 
but experiences are poor and the sub-category are to a large 
extent considered as “impossible” or at least very expensive 
to involve.

On the basis of the above, GE has identified the first 2 of these 
sub-categories as target groups for developing an initiative 
towards SMEs. It is estimated (/6/) that the 2 sub-categories 
represent 20 % of industrial energy consumption in Denmark.

Early 2010, at the same time as GE’s focus on SMEs was initi-
ated, GE was invited to participate at meetings of a climate net-
work for private sector enterprises hosted by the municipality 
of Gladsaxe near to Copenhagen (/2/).

This network involves approximately 40 private sector com-
panies such as large offices, small industrial enterprises from 
various sectors and commercial buildings of various types. The 
network has been running for a number of years with meet-
ings every 2–3 months that deal with various aspects of energy 
efficiency – for example, LED lighting, optimisation of HVAC 
systems and the use of renewable energy sources.

Discussions at the meetings identified a significant potential 
for supporting the companies in their activities for improving 
energy efficiency via frequent network meetings:

• The companies lack easy-to-use materials (checklists) on 
how to approach energy efficiency in the most important 
areas. The materials currently available (guidelines for en-
ergy audits, etc.) although comprehensive, are too techni-
cal and difficult to use for in-house investigations of energy 
saving opportunities. The companies are not interested in 
general energy audit schemes, instead they require specialist 
investigations. This is because while the most low-hanging 
fruits have already been picked as part of the standard focus 
on reduced operating costs, the new savings will require in-
depth expertise in selected areas.

• The companies have a significant general interest in im-
plementing “new technology” in all areas. An important 
element in network meetings has therefore been to involve 
manufactures of new technologies in the network meet-
ings to present new solutions and ideas, for example, about 
LED lighting, heat pumps, etc. Another important element 
of the meetings has been to arrange the meetings on the 
premises of local companies so that energy saving projects 
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Figure 1. The “poor” types of SME.

Company: Privately owned company with a recent history of being taken over or 
merged. Energy savings are secondary and have very low status – the management 
argument is that the company cannot prioritise energy savings when it is struggling 
to survive.

Person responsible for energy: Typically this person has another primary working 
area, e.g. technical head or facility manager focusing on operation and mainte-
nance. he/she is knowledgeable about energy savings although not an expert.

Attitude: The energy costs of the company are not considered high enough to 
warrant this being an important area. Financing energy savings is perceived as 
problematic.

Information: in case of improvements/maintenance local craftsmen are contacted 
and often at budget prices. Network (craftsmen, suppliers, etc.) is used as a way of 
testing knowledge. Consultants are not an option for financial reasons.

Cases: What the company “can afford” is very limited. Alternatively, the company it-
self improves energy efficiency and adopts the most beneficial measures, or makes 
use of no-cost energy savings, e.g. “switch off of equipment when you go home”.

Figure 2. The “convenience” types of SME.

Company: often smaller privately owned company (retail, office, smaller production 
company) in rented premises. owner/partners take decisions about investments – 
major focus on the bottom line. The company is not considered to be particularly 
energy intensive, with primary expenses being salaries and rent. Energy expenses 
have roughly same status as insurance, telephone and internet costs, etc.

Person responsible for energy: Typically this person is the managing director, finan-
cial director or marketing director. is responsible for energy because of position. 
More in name than in fact (several have masters degrees). has comparatively little 
knowledge about energy savings – is uncertain about own knowledge.

Attitude: only a little (too little) can be saved on energy costs and primarily on 
lighting and heating/ventilation, or by changing employee behaviour – switch off 
the lights, etc. Some have earlier tried to find out whether or not energy savings 
were relevant, but investigations stalled and no further action was taken. Some 
have experienced problems when introducing new energy efficient technology – for 
example, problems with energy efficient lighting. Environmental concerns are not 
raised by customers – no green marketing and hence not relevant to use money on 
that.

Information: Search for information is random and characterised by immediately-
available information. others trust manufactures and suppliers.

Cases: Depend mostly on luck.

Focus Groups
Based on the initial findings described above GE estab-
lished a number of focus groups involving private sector 
enterprises to discuss its future assistance to SMEs (/3/). 
The focus groups unveiled 4 basic types of SMEs as outlined 
in Figures 1–4.

The experience from these focus groups is more or less 
in line with findings reported earlier in the paper – but ba-
sically is has been confirmed that a significant part of the 
SMEs would be interested to join networks.
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Figure 3. The “proactive” types of SME.

Company: Typically a medium-sized production company with production in 
Denmark and possibly also abroad. has carried out energy savings over the past 
years and intends to continue working to make the company more energy efficient. 
Typically owns its premises.

Person responsible for energy: holds the position as plant manager, manufactur-
ing director or facility manager – several have engineering degrees. is focused on 
energy and has energy as one of the areas of responsibility. Knows quite a lot about 
energy savings and is curious and interested in getting to know more – is actively 
seeking information.

Attitude: has an open and positive attitude towards the fact that it pays to prioritise 
energy in financial terms, marketing value and (for some) also internally among 
employees. When planning new buildings, facilities and machines energy efficiency 
is factored into the equation – good business case for improved energy efficiency 
even though investment cost may rise.

Information: Seeks information in a broad sense. has a good internal network at 
the company but also uses suppliers as “impartial” sources of information and may 
also have a good external network. Are often closely anchored to their trade, e.g. 
engineers subscribe to technical magazines and often participate in relevant con-
ferences. Uses utility companies, consultants and suppliers as dialogue partners 
and has several audit reports regarding energy efficiency.

Cases: has typically invested in larger energy saving measures, for example, within 
ventilation/hVAC, alternative heat sources (district heating, solar panels), switched 
to lED bulbs, changed compressor operations, etc.

Figure 4. The “expert” types of SMEs.

Company: Medium-sized company with a significant focus on energy either as core 
parameter in cost-effective production, or as an important marketing parameter. 
Energy savings are a part of the mission and vision of the company. owns its own 
premises and hence considers it reasonable to make them more energy efficient.

Person responsible for energy: The person has energy savings as their main or par-
tial working area. Title in company is often sustainability engineer, energy manager 
or managing director with great focus on energy (some have a technical education 
and have undertaken additional training). has considerable experience with differ-
ent energy saving projects and knows a lot.

Attitude: Takes a holistic approach to energy management. Focus is on the com-
pany’s total energy balance: electricity, heat, insulation, transport (e.g. replace-
ment of cars with employee bicycles where possible), etc.

Information: Actively searches for information using a broad range of channels. 
Can have internal energy competences in the form of own service departments. 
Uses external consultants in areas where competences lacking. A few participate in 
network activities on a political level to lobby for better conditions for the business.

Cases: implements relatively comprehensive energy saving measures – involving 
both production machinery and buildings.
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can be demonstrated, but also to see new technical solutions 
in other areas during the visit – for example, a new magnetic 
conveyor system (not an energy efficiency measure).

• The companies lack qualified consultants and specialists to 
assist them in complicated technical areas – many manufac-
tures of equipment as well as utility companies and service 
and maintenance companies offer various services but most 
often such assistance is on a general and not very qualified 
level when it comes to energy efficiency in a specific tech-
nical area. The companies have a positive attitude towards 
involving the right specialists end even pay for their assist-
ance given that they are experienced and qualified in spe-
cific areas.

• The companies lack regular and unbiased information on 
energy efficient solutions and technologies. For a long pe-
riod (since 2001) no government body in Denmark has sys-
tematically provided information about energy efficiency to 
the commercial and industrial sectors. In particular compa-
nies ask for sector-specific case studies.

Based on the above findings, GE decided to base its assistance 
to SMEs on the following cornerstones:

1. Development of a checklist scheme and brief materials 
about energy efficiency in the most important areas

2. Establishment of local networks for enterprises in coopera-
tion with municipalities and local business councils

3. Dissemination of information to industries regarding en-
ergy efficiency including case studies

4. Development of a consultant scheme for SMEs based on 
professionally-qualified specialists in important areas

Overall, GE found that it was crucial that the initiative should 
be easy to join, leave and use, and be cost-effective for the 
companies. Crudely put, SMEs “do not read”, “do not want to 
spend money”, “do not take the initiative themselves” and “do 
not want to give commitments” in an area that has low strategic 
priority.

Checklist scheme and materials
A central discussion in the dialogue with companies in the net-
works has been how to ensure the delivery of high-quality en-
ergy efficiency consultancy services. Naturally, the companies 
ask for, and require technical assistance by experienced special-
ists capable of identifying both the appropriate focus areas and 
the activities to implement.

From these discussions it has been decided to base the de-
velopment of checklists and materials on the “Onion” diagram 
originally introduced in process integration studies for the 
energy efficiency area (/4/), and later developed further in the 
1990s under the Danish CO2 Agreement Scheme for large in-
dustries (/5/), see Figure 5.

The idea of the “Onion” diagram is for each individual end-
user of energy to target all aspects of energy efficiency “inside-
out” from “energy service” to “good housekeeping” (operator 
behaviour) – divided into logical steps in order to establish a 
structured way of dealing with energy efficiency.

Examples of “energy services” to investigate are:

• HVAC (ventilation): Does the required air change rate or 
room temperature correspond to present usage of the ven-
tilated area? Or can the basic parameters that significantly 
influence energy consumption be challenged and eventually 
changed?

• Cooling systems: Is cooling with brine and glycol necessary 
for all purposes or can individual processes be optimised 
and changed with a view to either reducing the cooling de-
mand or circulating cooling water at a higher temperature 
(ambient air/natural cooling)?

• Drying process: Is the targeted amount of dried material af-
ter the drying process necessary, or can the drying param-
eters be adjusted to reduce the heating demand?

Such approaches might appear academic and complex to use 
for SMEs, but experience shows that most of the structure in 
the “Onion” diagram is very well suited for these companies 
also. It is important that everyone understands that minimising 
energy needs (minimising “energy services” reduces the need 
for energy supplied by utility systems) is an important first step 
before utility systems can be optimized.

A slightly modified structure of the onion diagram compris-
ing the following sections has been used for the checklists: 

• Purpose of system (“energy service”)

• System efficiency

• Control strategy

• Maintenance

• Energy meters

• Relevant links and literature

Each checklist comprises four A4 pages (a front page, 2 pages 
with items to check, and a back page for brief report of find-
ings and recommended improvements. Table 1 shows items to 
check in the section “Check purpose of system” in the Ventila-
tion checklist. Table 2 shows some of the items to check in the 
section “System efficiency”.

Such technical checklists have been developed to cover the 
most important energy consuming areas in SMEs:

	  

Good	  housekeeping	  

Operation	  and	  
maintenance	  

Control	  

Equipment	  

Process	  

Energy	  
service	  

Figure 5. The “Onion” diagram (/4/).
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Table 1. Ventilation checklist – “Check purpose of system” section.

	  

Table 2. Ventilation checklist – part of “System efficiency” section.
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• Ventilation systems

• Heating systems

• Cooling systems

• IT, servers and office equipment

• Building envelope

• Lighting

• Compressed air and vacuum systems

Through comprehensive mapping of energy consumption in 
Danish industry (/5/) it can be argued that the energy con-
sumption for these 7 areas accounts for approximately 80 % of 
the consumption in SMEs.

In addition to these technical areas, checklists have also been 
prepared for more general and system-oriented checks:

• Overview checklist (basically for mapping of energy con-
sumption by end use)

• Automatic control checklist (for checking and implement-
ing control parameters for most ventilation, lighting, heat-
ing, and idle load situations in general)

• Waste heat checklist (for identifying opportunities to use 
waste heat to heat buildings and water)

These 3 checklists overlap to a certain extent with the 7 more 
technical checklists, but discussions in focus groups with SMEs 
have identified the need to promote checks in different ways 
based on how the companies themselves see the opportunities. 
It has been very important for GE to use the wording and initia-
tives proposed by the SMEs themselves rather than promoting 
a completely developed scheme by GE.

Also a number of methodology tools have been elaborated:

• Guidance on energy management “light” (in Danish) – 
based on most important elements in ISO 50001

• Good housekeeping and operator influence – campaign ma-
terials for “small” SMEs.

The good housekeeping campaign materials are expected to 
be a particularly good “seller” as the management in many of 
the participating companies would like to kick off their energy 
campaigns by making them visible to all employees as a first 
low-cost measure.

Finally an important area raised by GE’s focus groups in the 
commercial sector is how to obtain maximum energy efficiency 
when purchasing new equipment – for example, new HVAC 
systems, cooling systems and machinery.

Several companies report that most manufactures can de-
liver equipment with good component efficiency, but that con-
trol systems often are often delivered with faults that result in 
inefficient operation once the equipment is put into service. 
Similarly, maintenance instructions are not delivered so build-
ing owners never have a real understanding of how to maintain 
their systems in good working condition in energy efficiency 
terms.

To address this issue, GE has also produced technical specifi-
cations as appendices to procurement materials for the follow-
ing technical areas:

• Ventilation

• Cooling system (air conditioning)

• Display cabinets

• Heating systems

• Production machinery

• Lighting

• Building envelope

Apart from the technical specifications, the specifications 
also state that manufactures must deliver properly configured 
equipment and systems in full working order in energy efficien-
cy terms. In addition they must provide a maintenance plan 
that specifies which aspects must be kept in focus to maintain 
energy efficiency at a high level.

	  

Figure 6. Ventilation checklist.

	  

Figure 7. A fitness centre in the Copenhagen area carried out 
a ventilation check on a 2-year-old HVAC system. A specialist 
identified that the heat recovery system had been defective for 
2 years with 40,000 Euros per year in additional costs.
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Concept for local networks at municipalities
At the planning stage of the network concept for SMEs GE has 
been in dialogue with several municipalities and as a result it 
was able to identify a significant interest in establishing local 
“sustainability networks” for SMEs. This among other reasons 
is explained by the fact that quite few Danish municipalities 
are engaged in national and international climate initiatives 
(/7/–/9/).

However a number of barriers have been raised by the mu-
nicipalities:

• Municipalities are short of resources and, apart from estab-
lishing contact with local companies, cannot allocate any 
resources to operate a scheme.

• No staff at the municipalities have the technical capabili-
ties to promote energy efficiency to local industries or even 
guide them in their first steps to improve energy efficiency.

• The budgets are tight and do not allow funding of energy 
audit activities. Furthermore, under Danish law the munici-
palities are not allowed to pay for such work in support of 
local SMEs.

To overcome these barriers, a network concept was developed 
by GE based on the following principles:

• A local municipality or local business network hosts the net-
work for private sector industries

• GE delivers agendas and plans for network meetings cover-
ing a 2-year period and further runs the meetings.

• The municipality and/or local business council is responsi-
ble for sending invitations to every event

• Events take place at different local companies – not at the 
municipality’s premises

• GE delivers technical materials and promotes checklists to 
the members

• GE supplies a list of qualified technical specialists to carry 
out checks

• Companies pay for checks at normal rates (fixed price per 
check similar to 1½ day of consultancy work)

• Technical specialists present checklists and case studies at 
network meetings

A cornerstone in the concept is that network meetings must be 
case-oriented and take place at local companies. Some efforts 
are therefore required to convince local companies to have a 
check carried out ina relevant technical area, and to host the 
next network meeting so that participants can see how things 
have been investigated, and which actions have been imple-
mented following use of the checklist. 

For example, a network meeting about “ventilation systems” 
should take place at a company that has had a check of its ven-
tilation system carried out before the network meeting. The lo-
cal municipality needs to encourage the sequence of activities 
necessary in keeping with this approach.

	  

	  

	  

Figure 8. An 8-page introduction to basic energy  
management activities (in Danish).

Figure 9. A colourful template for good housekeeping  
campaigns (in Danish).

Figure 10. Procurement guideline for ventilation.
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Status and experiences
By early June 2012, the status concerning the development and 
implementation of the network concept for SMEs is positive 
and promising:

• 1/3 of the municipalities have agreed to establish a network 
for local companies

• 1/3 of the municipalities are committed to a further dia-
logue about establishing a network

• 1/3 have indicated that pressure on resources presently pre-
vents such an initiative.

By late May, 120 companies have signed up to “Kurveknækker 
Erhverv” and it is expected that this number will pass 400 by 
late 2012. Nonetheless, many of the planned networks are still 
in the start-up phase, where local companies have not yet at-
tended any network meetings.

The network concept is also facing some challenges:

• It takes time to move from “interested in network” to “net-
work in operation”. GE began promoting the concept in 
September 2011, and by late April 2012 only 5 networks are 
fully operational. 

• It is difficult to convince companies to pay for a check-up. 
Consequently, even though they recognise that specialist 
assistance is worthwhile paying for, it is necessary to “flush 
them out” during network meetings.

• Some of the municipalities have identified alternative fund-
ing opportunities to encourage the positive development of 
network activities.

• It takes quite some effort to arrange successful network 
meetings. E-mail notifications about future meetings are 
only replied to by very few companies and it has been 
found necessary to follow up with a personal call to the 
person responsible for energy in the companies in order 
to receive a confirmation of their attendance at the next 
meeting.

• Agenda planning for network meetings has to be very 
dynamic. New political initiatives influencing energy effi-
ciency are of great interest to participating companies. New 
technologies are also “hot topics”. For these reasons, the 
maximum planning horizon is 3–6 months, and an up-to-
date insight into energy efficiency in industry and buildings 
is necessary to plan the right meetings.

Among the first 10 companies carrying out a check, 4 have 
implemented energy savings equivalent to 10–15% of their to-
tal energy consumption. A further 3 are in the process of de-
ciding which additional steps to take. The general conclusion 
is that from a technical angle the relative energy saving po-
tential is not only significantly higher than in large industries, 
but also that payback times are relatively longer due to the less 
energy-intensive character of the companies concerned. In 
total, 10 staff members from GE have been involved in devel-
oping the network concept and related materials. Once fully 
operational it is expected that a staff of 6–8 people can run 
the program. If the development described above continues, 
the network concept will be a cost-effective way to approach 

Information and web
In order to track which companies join the municipality net-
works and to ensure a flow of relevant information to the par-
ticipants, a web community “Kurveknækker Erhverv” (“In-
dustry Curvebreakers”, i.e. companies aiming to ‘break’ the 
upward increase in energy consumption) has been established, 
see (/10/) (in Danish).

The membership do only register company name, business 
license number (to identify sector) and key person involved 
in network meetings. There is an opportunity to specify ab-
solute goals to reduce energy consumption, but most compa-
nies prefer just to join the network meetings without setting 
goals.

Kurveknækker Erhverv members receive regular e-mails (in 
Danish) such as:

• Newsletters about network activities

• Case studies

• Alerts when new relevant materials are launched on GE’s 
homepage

• Other relevant information

The homepage of GE (/10/) provides information to the public 
about which networks have been established and which com-
panies have joined the web community.

Consultant scheme
In order to steer companies in the direction of the appropri-
ate specialists, GE directs the companies towards the Danish 
scheme for officially registered energy consultants.

This scheme was developed for use by large energy intensive 
industries in the 1990s and today hosts approximately 40 con-
sultants with more than 5,000 documented hours of experience 
in industrial energy efficiency.

To qualify for the Danish scheme consultants need to attend 
a 1-day training course for each of the technical areas covered 
by the checklists:

• Ventilation systems

• Heating systems

• Cooling systems

• IT, servers and office equipment

• Building envelope

• Lighting

• Compressed air and vacuum systems

Following their attendance in these training courses the names 
of the consultants are listed on GE’s homepage (/10/) and GE 
promotes these consultants at all network meetings. In addi-
tion, the consultants have the opportunity to market them-
selves at network meetings, which are also the forums at which 
checklist results are presented.
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/4/ The ”Onion” diagram is described in the BREF-doscu-
ment, ses http://eippcb.jrc.es/reference/ene.html.

/5/ The Danish CO2 Agreement Scheme for large industries, 
see www.ens.dk

/6/ Mapping of Energy Consumption and Energy Saving Po-
tentials in Danish Industry. Dansk Energi Analyse A/S og 
Viegand og Maagøe ApS. November 2008 (in Danish).

/7/ Go Energi’s ”Kurveknækker Kommuner”, see www.
goenergi.dk/offentlig/vaerktoejer-og-beregnere/kurvek-
naekker

/8/ Climate Municipalities in Denmark, see www.dn.dk/kli-
makommuner

/9/ Covenant of Mayors, see the link www.eymayors.eu
/10/ Go Energi’s ”Kurveknækker Erhverv”, see www.goenergi.

dk/erhverv/kurveknaekker-erhverv

the SME sector when comparing man-hours used to run the 
networks to number of companies deciding to carry out in-
vestigations in energy efficiency.
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